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Abstract. Advanced e-services require efficient, flexible, and
easy-to-use workflow technology that integrates well with
mainstream Internet technologies such as XML and Web ser-
vers. This paper discusses an XML-enabled architecture for
distributed workflow management that is implemented in the
latest version of our Mentor-lite prototype system. The key
asset of this architecture is an XML mediator that handles the
exchange of business and flow control data between work-
flow and business-object servers on the one hand and client
activities on the other via XML messages over http. Our im-
plementation of the mediator has made use of Oracle’s XSQL
servlet. The major benefit of the advocated architecture is that
it provides seamless integration of client applications into e-
service workflows with scalable efficiency and very little ex-
plicit coding, in contrast to an earlier, Java-based, version of
our Mentor-lite prototype that required much more code and
exhibited potential performance problems.

Key words: Workflow management – XML/XSL – Business
processes – Internet e-services – Information system interop-
erability

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Advanced e-services, such as electronic auctions (e.g., Ebay),
all-in-one travel planning (e.g., Expedia), automation of real-
estate purchase (e.g., Realtor), or computerized court trials
with electronic lawyers (still fictitious today), pose both old
and new problems to the underlying software infrastructure.
The new ones include, for example, the setup of behavioral
contracts between services for the composition of value-
added, higher-level services (see, for example, [AFH+99,
BCL+00, CIJ+00, Fra99, HLG+00, LBS+99]) or the use of
such services from mobile agents (see, for example, [CZB+99,
KSD99, Pap99, Vei99]). Among the old, but still mostly un-
solved, problems is the integration or mediation of the business
objects, typically running on heterogeneous platforms, as the
basic building blocks out of which e-services are composed.

The challenge in this lies in making the integration task as
simple as possible, so that new e-services can be configured,
deployed, and operated at very little cost (i.e., without an ex-
pensive data and system administration staff).

A business object (e.g., a purchase order or a mortgage)
consists of a collection of data and some limited-scope piece
of program logic (ideally both encapsulated and hidden behind
an ADT interface). The classical approach for integration is to
develop a unified access interface to the heterogeneous data
itself through schema reconciliation and explicit data transfor-
mations (see, for example, [EP90]). However, it can be taken
for granted that this kind of relatively tight integration re-
quires intensive human efforts, and quite a few (overly) ambi-
tious projects towards enterprise-wide data models are known
as expensive failures. A much cheaper and more viable ap-
proach for integrating business objects is to wrap objects with
explicit business-logic interfaces and “simply" orchestrate the
control and data flow between objects at the level of an object-
flow or work-flow mediator. Object-oriented middleware like
CORBA, DCOM, or EJB has aimed at this kind of integra-
tion, but is more focused on wrapping the components and
routing primitive requests rather than the actual mediation.
The technology that really has all the ingredients to solve this
integration issue is workflow management (see, for example,
[GSC+99, Ley95]). A workflow consists of a set of activi-
ties, automated or intellectual/interactive ones, with explicitly
specified and system-enforceable control and data flow. Each
activity can in turn be viewed as invoking a method on a busi-
ness object.

State-of-the-art workflow management systems, in con-
junction with the underlying middleware such as CORBA,
are indeed capable of integrating business objects for setting
up a new e-service in amazingly short time and thus with
impressively little cost (e.g., virtually no code-writing or all
code automatically generated from easily constructed high-
level specifications). However, the pace of the ongoing trends
towards functionally richer e-services on the Internet has been
so fast that the vendors of workflow management systems
have had hardly any time to prepare their products for these
new settings. Thus, probably no workflow product is ready for
deployment on Internet-wide, arbitrarily heterogeneous plat-
forms on a short-notice basis. The issues of how to leverage
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the latest developments on XML-centered technologies and
how to combine the best of several worlds into an easy-to-use
and mostly administration-free infrastructure are wide open.

1.2 Contribution

This paper proposes an architecture that leverages XML tech-
nology for Internet-wide workflow management within ad-
vanced e-services. The key concept is to “marshal" all activity
calls into special kinds of XML documents and to handle the
flow between the workflow engine and the activities by some
kind of XML mediator using http as the primitive transport
protocol. Thus, workflow engines as well as activities and the
corresponding business objects can reside on their native plat-
forms without any special measures, and the XML mediator
enables the cross-talk among all these components with all
data exchanges in the form of XML documents. None of the
involved parties, clients, business-object servers, or workflow
servers, needs to know any details about the other parties.
Clients need no software other than an Internet browser, yet
handle interactions with workflows and business objects much
more efficiently than with a full-blown Java implementation.

The paper presents this architecture and contrasts it with
a more traditional setup that builds more heavily on CORBA
(or equivalently EJB) and Java. We believe that this XML
mediator approach will be beneficial as a general infrastructure
and is not necessarily tied to our current context of workflow
management. Its salient properties are the following:

• It builds on a rather lean software infrastructure that is vir-
tually ubiquitous anyway: an Internet browser with simple
XML/XSL support on the client side, an http server with
efficient support for servlets at the mediator level, and stan-
dard SQL via JDBC and the most basic object-oriented
middleware services (either CORBA or EJB) to interoper-
ate with the various business-object and workflow servers.

• As a consequence, the entire infrastructure is very easy
to set up and administer. In particular, there are no extra
software installations on clients and no special require-
ments on the mediator’s http server; so much of the usual
headache with software distribution, compatibility of soft-
ware releases, and general maintenance is eliminated (or
reduced to what is necessary for a ubiquitous standard in-
frastructure in any case).

• The mediator as a “middle man" bundles the traffic be-
tween the workflow and business-object servers on one
side and (automatic as well as interactive) applications on
the other side. Thus, the mediator can reuse permanently
established threads and connections with the backend ser-
vers, and generally enjoys all the scalability benefits that
have made three-tier architectures so prevalent on theWeb.
Furthermore, the computing resources of the mediator can
be exploited to alleviate the load on the client or business-
object server side, in adaptation to where the bottlenecks
are. In particular, the mediator can push necessary transfor-
mations on the XML data that is routed between business
objects and clients either to the client, making more use
of XSL and browser-embedded scripts, or to the business-
object servers, making more use of advanced SQL or native
XML handling capabilities, or it can choose to do the bulk
of this work by itself.

The proposed architecture has been fully prototyped in the
latest version of our Mentor-lite distributed workflow manage-
ment system [GWS+00, WGR+00]. The XML mediator itself
is implemented using Oracle’s XSQL servlet, run under the
Apache Web application server, with a small number of very
compact so-called custom XSQL action handlers. All client
functionality is embedded in an Internet browser (specifically
IE5) and implemented with a fairly small amount of XSL and
DHTML code.

1.3 Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces related work. Section 3 discusses system architectures
for Internet-based workflow, including the XML-enabled ar-
chitecture advocated here. Section 4 discusses more specifi-
cally how the control and data flow among workflow activ-
ities is handled by the XML mediator. Section 5 presents a
simple e-commerce scenario that we have implemented on
our prototype system. Section 6 discusses why the proposed
architecture is scalable and versatile.

2 Related work

Architectural issues of workflow management systems have
been intensively explored in research and development (see,
for example, [DKO+98, GHS95, JB96, LR99]). Much em-
phasis has been put on scalability and robustness to ensure
industrial-strength service. Today’s most advanced products
may indeed claim that they are ready for mission-critical,
enterprise-wide use in terms of performance and availability.
However, much of this virtue comes at the cost of a fairly large
system footprint (e.g., memory requirements of the workflow
system) and careful administration.

Combining workflow technology with the Internet has
been successfully addressed with regard to browser-based user
interfaces (e.g., for worklists) and transactional as well as
“transport level" protocols (see, for example, [Moh99,
SDD+97]), but there has been very little work on a deeper
integration of Web and workflow technologies and their soft-
ware infrastructures. In fact, the latent workflow functionality
in most of today’s e-commerce applications has mostly been
implemented in an ad hoc manner; typically the workflow state
and context is maintained by a collection of small servlets (e.g.,
Active Server Pages in IIS or PHP scripts under Apache).

XML technology has been detected by the workflow com-
munity only recently. At this stage, the work in this direction
appears to be limited to casting workflow specifications and
system interface descriptions into XML format (see, for exam-
ple, a draft of the Workflow Management Coalition
[WfMC00]). This work is on the right track, but there is hardly
any implementation work along these lines (one exception that
we are aware of being the recent work of [CHD+99]). XML
as a container for remote method invocation, with http as an
underlying “transport" protocol, is intensively pursued in Mi-
crosoft’s SOAP protocol (Simple ObjectAccess Protocol) and
the corresponding efforts towards a W3C standard [SOAP].
However, SOAP aims to be a lowest common denominator
among all classes of Internet applications, whereas our work
focuses on richer, workflow-style, advanced e-services.
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 Fig. 1.Reference architecture of the WfMC

3 System architecture

In this section we discuss different system architectures for
Internet-based workflow management. We begin, in Sect.3.1,
with the reference architecture of the Workflow Management
Coalition [WfMC], an industry consortium that aims to stan-
dardize workflow-system interfaces for interoperability; this
serves as a baseline against which we can compare the archi-
tectures of real systems. In Sect.3.2 we present the original
architecture of our prototype system, called Mentor-lite (i.e.,
an earlier version [MWG+99]). As this version of our pro-
totype made extensive use of Java and CORBA services, we
refer to it as the Java-based architecture. Only recently have we
re-architected the Mentor-lite system, and the latest version is
centered around XML. This is the architecture that we believe
is most suitable for advanced e-services; it will be introduced
in Sect.3.3.

3.1 Reference architecture

Workflow specification languages range from Petri-net-like or
statechart-style high-level visual languages or specific types of
(modal) logic all the way to scripting or simply (unstructured)
collections of (ECA) rules. A workflow specification is often
derived from a (business)processmodeling and definition tool
such asArisToolset. Upon initiation by a user a workflow spec-
ification is instantiated and interpreted by aworkflow engine.
One or more engines (e.g., on an SMP computer) form the
workflow enactment service. During its execution a workflow
spawnsactivities. These activities correspond to eitherclient
applicationsor otherinvoked applications; typically the first
correspond to interactive activities such as intellectual deci-
sion making (possibly using tools such as spreadsheets) and
the second to automated activities such as host applications.
Workflows can spawn entire subworkflows that may be con-
trolled by other, “external" workflow engines (running soft-
ware from different vendors on servers that belong to different
organizations). Finally, for analyzing workflow usage patterns
and providing feedback to the business process re-engineering
lifecycle,administration and monitoring toolsare needed.

All these components and their interactions are cast into
a nice framework known as the reference model of the Work-
flow Management Coalition [WfMC], depicted in Fig.1. Most
importantly, the WfMC has also issued standards for the five
relevant APIs in this architecture. In [WfMC98] they discuss
the impact of modern Internet technologies on the variousAPIs
of the reference architecture. Obviously and most importantly,
API2 should consider the fact that Internet browsers are power-
ful tools and already provide capabilities to embed a rich suite
of client applications through plug-ins, ActiveX, Java applets,
etc. As for API3, the WfMC brings up for consideration the
CORBA-oriented IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol) and the
services of EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) for invoking appro-
priately wrapped host applications. Finally, the WfMC also
discusses the potential benefit of casting all workflow APIs
into Java for Internet-enabling. Although these considerations
by the WfMC are very useful in sorting out the various issues
and establishing a common framework, they stay at an abstract
level and are of very limited help in making design decisions
for a concrete implementation. Most recently, the WfMC has
also issued a document on Wf-XML [WfMC00] that describes
how calls and parameters of the various APIs can be cast into
XML format. However, how these XML messages should ac-
tually be embedded into the architecture of a real system is
left wide open.

3.2 Java-based architecture

Following the proliferation of Java, our first implementation
of the Mentor-lite prototype [MWG+99] has made intensive
use of Java on the client side and CORBA as general middle-
ware. Our workflow engine, an interpreter for a specifically
designed statechart dialect [WW97], is run as a CORBA ap-
plication server, called DSIserver (for Distributed Statechart
Interpreter), or as a collection of such servers on different com-
puters with support for decentralized execution of subwork-
flows [GWW+00, MWW+98a, MWW+98b]. More specifi-
cally, we have used Iona’s Orbix product [IONA], one of the
few industrial-strength and CORBA-compliant request bro-
kers. The DSIserver itself makes use of an Oracle8i database
for reliably tracking the workflow state and context, and also
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Java-based
Mentor-lite version

for managing organizational and history data that is relevant
for worklist policies (i.e., role resolution). This database also
holds the current states of worklists and their work items.

CORBA technology is used for the API3 to invoke host
applications (i.e., these applications must be wrapped with an
IDL interface), and also for the API4 to other workflow en-
gines. The latter is exploited already within Mentor-lite when
workflows span multiple, organizationally separated sites each
of which autonomously runs a DSIserver for the subworkflows
that it is responsible for. In this case, the cross-engine commu-
nication takes place via transactional, reliable message queues
that we have ourselves implemented as a specific queue server
using Orbix OTS (Object Transaction Service) as a 2PC co-
ordinator. This setup can also handle data exchanges among
heterogeneous workflow servers, running engines from differ-
ent vendors. However, our implementation used home-grown
message formats (e.g., for signaling changes of the workflow
state and context to another engine). Casting these messages
into XML would allow us to coordinate workflows across het-
erogeneous platforms.

As for API2 between the workflow engine and the client
applications and alsoAPI5 with regard to administration tools,
we had chosen to make intensive use of Java applets. Work-
lists and their work items are presented to the user by applets
embedded in the user’s Internet browser. These applets are dy-
namically loaded from a trusted Web server. The initial applet
is launched and contacts the DSIserver for work-to-do, which
is implemented as an http call and handled via the IIOP-based
OrbixWeb service (which needs to be installed on the client
side). Once running, all applets directly access the Oracle8i
database with the relevant worklist data using JDBC for per-
formance reasons, as opposed to always having an indirection
through the DSIserver (i.e., the workflow engine). When the
user selects a specific work item from her/his worklist, the cor-
responding client application is launched as another applet that

may itself invoke standard tools (e.g., a spreadsheet program
via ActiveX). This overall architecture of our first Mentor-lite
version is illustrated in Fig.2.

Based on this Java-centric version of Mentor-lite, we built
a mid-sized prototype application for student enrollments,
exams, etc., within our university department. The architec-
ture proved to be viable, but we also observed a number of
performance-critical issues:

1. Loading the Java applets from a trusted server into the
client turned out to be time-consuming even within an
Intranet (i.e., over high-speed LAN technology, but in-
volving the usual software overhead). As these applets ac-
cess resources outside the browser’s sandbox by making
JDBC calls, remote loading from a trusted server could
not be easily eliminated. In addition, we also learned that
portability and “zero-admin" installation of Java applets
that include JDBC, CORBA, ActiveX, etc., calls is all but
self-guaranteed because of platform-specific resource re-
strictions of the browser sandbox.

2. The JDBC calls themselves were relatively expensive, too.
The delays due to a good number of message roundtrips
were sometimes user-noticeable. In particular, the setup of
a JDBC session is relatively expensive in terms of message
cost.

3. With every client establishing a JDBC session with the
database server, scalability may be a potential problem.
Note, however, that this approach was still significantly
more efficient than the alternative of involving the Orbix-
based DSIserver on each and every interaction with the
worklist.

4. For cross-organizational workflows over heterogeneous
workflow engines, clients would have to maintain even
more sessions with a suite of underlying servers. With ses-
sion setup being a fairly expensive part of the protocols,
even powerful clients may exhibit delays that could slow
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down user interactions. Furthermore, usually all TCP ports
other than the http port 80 are blocked by firewalls. Thus,
we inevitably have to use http for Internet-wide interoper-
ability. With this constraint, XML is the best choice as a
data exchange format. The fact that XML is a rather ver-
bose and long message format can be easily compensated
by appropriate compression techniques (see, for example,
[LS00]).

3.3 XML-based architecture

Based on the lessons learned with the Java-based architecture,
we redesigned the interfaces to client applications (API2) and
invoked applications (API3) and modified the affected com-
ponents of the Mentor-lite prototype system, leading to what
we refer to as the XML-based version of Mentor-lite.

In essence, we modified the messages that are received
and sent by clients and invoked applications so that they are
in XML format, using a set of Mentor-lite-specific XML tags.
Messages now contain the activity name and workflow id as
an XML element, and further XML elements for input and
output parameters. For readability and easier processing we
discriminated parameters into two classes:

• Business dataare input or output parameters that influence
the persistent business objects on which the activity’s ap-
plication operates. For example, when invoking an activity
to receive a new order, the customer id, id of the ordered
product, and the ordered quantity are business data.

• Flow control dataare input or output parameters that
“merely" serve to drive the control (and data) flow among
activities in the workflow, but have no long-term impact on
persistent business objects beyond the scope of the current
workflow. This category especially includes return codes
of activities.

We re-implemented the client software so that it makes use
of the browser’s capabilities for local XML processing (using
IE5 in our implementation). The client can filter and sort data
through XSL stylesheets, which is exploited on worklists, and
DHTML (Dynamic HTML) is used for presenting XML data
in a user-friendly GUI.This modification led to a drastic reduc-
tion of the client code and eliminated performance problem
1 of the earlier Java-based architecture (see Sect.3.2). The
client code for the student enrollment and exams application
mentioned in Sect.3.2 was reduced to a few hundred lines of
JavaScript/JScript and XSL stylesheets.

To address the other performance problems mentioned in
Sect.3.2 we introduced anXML mediatoras a “middle man"
between the clients and the workflow engines as well as the
Oracle8i database server. This mediator was designed as a
servlet that can run in any http server. Its purpose is to feed
XML data to the client activities and invoked applications and
collect their XML output, while being able to communicate
with the backend servers much more efficiently. In particu-
lar, the mediator servlet can maintain a moderate number of
permanently open JDBC sessions with the Oracle8i database
server, which eliminates performance problems 2 and 3 to a
large extent (see Sect.3.2).

As for the mediator implementation we massively bene-
fited from the recent release of Oracle’s XSQL servlet [XSQL]

(which was still in Beta status at the time when we carried
out our implementation). This service, which is implemented
in Java and can run in any standard http/servlet server (e.g.,
Apache, which is used in our prototype), mediates between the
SQL and the XML worlds by converting the results of SQL
statements into XML and generating SQL calls to store incom-
ing XML data via JDBC. Most importantly, XSQL could be
easily extended through so-called custom XSQL action han-
dlers to accommodate functions that are specific to our work-
flow environment. We will present details of this customized
extension in Sects.4 and 5.

The XML mediator is also the ideal middle man in a
cross-organizational workflow with highly heterogeneous ser-
ver platforms, as it encapsulates the servers with regard to the
clients and can maintain a moderate number of sessions with
heterogeneous workflow or business-object servers with rea-
sonable efficiency. Thus, problem 4 mentioned in Sect.3.2 is
also, to a large extent, rectified in the new architecture.

The overall XML-based architecture of Mentor-lite is il-
lustrated in Fig.3.

4 The XML mediator

4.1 Conceptual overview

The XML mediator provides a high-level abstraction for
WFMS interoperability in the context of global (i.e., cross-
enterprise) workflow management. It offers an Internet-based,
worldwide accessible interface to invoke workflows or activi-
ties and pass results to the proper destinations. By viewing an
activity as an abstraction of either an invoked application or a
subworkflow the mediator enables seamless integration of all
kinds of business activities. As underlying IT infrastructure
we consider workflow, application, and business-object ser-
vers, where the latter are typically database servers. Our goal
is to hide all infrastructure details (location of servers, etc.)
behind a simple XML interface.

Consider a scenario, depicted in Fig.4, with two enter-
prises involved in a global business process, i.e., an e-service
such as providing personalized multimedia newspapers to sub-
scribers. Both business process participants, BPP1, which
could be the business portal for this e-service, and BPP2,
which could be the content provider, have their own specific
IT solutions. The XML mediator facilitates the interoperation
between these two information systems, thus making global
workflows feasible (e.g., for setting up the service of a new
subscriber). There may also be interactive activities, which are
introduced solely for the purpose of the global workflow. The
XML mediator hides implementation details (underlying mid-
dleware, firewalls, etc.) of BPP1 and BPP2 to each party and
to the interactive activity. Special XML messages that contain
only business and flow control data are exchanged between
the various parties via the XML mediator. The mediator is re-
sponsible for the message delivery according to the receiver’s
identification and the tags in the XML message. In our proto-
type, for example, different tags are used to identify business
versus flow control data, with the latter being delivered to the
workflow engine and the business data sent to an activity or,
upon completion of the activity, back to a database server.
Note that an activity is itself an abstraction that comprises
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interactive activities (the case on which we mostly focus), au-
tomated activities that invoke applications, or activities that
encapsulate a subworkflow running on a different workflow
engine.

We identify activities, which may be subworkflows, by a
triple <workflow-type, workflow-id, process-id>. XML mes-
sages that are sent to an activity to invoke the activity (and
whatever application or subworkflow is behind the activity)
are structured as follows:
<?xml version=’1.0’ ?>
<activity name=’some name’ wftype=’x’ wfid=’y’ pid=’z’>

<business-data>
<relation1><row1><attr1>...</attr2></row1> ...
</relation1>
...

</business-data>
<workflow-ctrl>

<variable name=’var-name1’ value=’var-value1’/>
...

</workflow-ctrl>
</activity>

Here we assume that business objects typically reside in re-
lational databases, but extensions to incorporate object-orien-
ted or object-relational databases would be straightforward.

Fig. 5.Generic Java interface of the XSQL action handlers

When an activity completes, it sends an analogously struc-
tured XML message with its output to the mediator, which
then parses the message and derives the necessary follow-up
actions such as storing new or modified business objects and
sending flow control data to a workflow engine.

4.2 Interfaces

Upon the start of an activity, the client’s Web browser obtains
its input data in XML format by an http get call. Analogously,
results from the activity are returned by an http post call. The
corresponding DSIserver to which the output should eventu-
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Table 1.Mentor-lite specific custom XSQL action handlers

Action element Action handler class Action

<xsql:mlite-ctrl-get> mlite.controlFlowGetHandler to read flow data

<xsql:mlite-ctrl-put> mlite.controlFlowPutHandler to write flow data

<xsql:mlite-set-page-param> mlite.setPageParamHandler to read flow data to be set as a parameter

at the page-level

ally be delivered is referenced by the triple <workflow type,
workflow ID, process ID> which is automatically resolved by
the XML mediator using the CORBA name service. There-
fore, the application that implements the activity on the client
side need not know details about where input data comes from
and how result data is handled further on.

The core of the XML mediator is implemented using Ora-
cle’s XSQL servlet. This Java servlet serves to combine results
of SQL queries into XML documents or to extract SQL updates
from such documents. A strong feature of the XSQL servlet
is the option for adding “custom XSQL action handlers” that
can be invoked by the XSQL servlet based on special XML
elements, marked by the prefixxsql, in the XSQL page. Both
custom and built-in action handlers conform to the Java in-
terface shown in Fig.5. The functioninit (line 2) serves to
initialize the action handler, typically by reading the attributes
of the action element. ThehandleActionfunction (line 3) ex-
ecutes the action itself. The parameterrootNoderefers to the
node that will be inserted in place of the action element in the
resulting XML document. For each appearance of an XSQL
action element in the XSQL page, the XSQL servlet creates
a new instance of the corresponding action handler class, and
invokes the methodinit andhandleActionon the recently cre-
ated instance, subsequently [XSQL].

Custom action handlers are needed in the context of work-
flow management to handle the flow control and business data
that are exchanged between an activity and the workflow en-
gine. Table 1 shows three basic XML elements and corre-
sponding action handlers for reading and manipulating control
flow variables, i.e., variables that are required by the workflow
engine for control flow decisions (e.g., return codes).

To keep the implementation of the custom action handlers
simple, we have designed a class hierarchy shown in Fig.6.All
action handler classes are derived from the basic classmlite-
Helper that includes generic functions like communication
interfaces (e.g., requests to the CORBA name service). The
classmliteHelperitself extends theXSQLActionHandlerImpl
class, a base implementation of XSQL action handlers that in-
cludes a set of useful helper methods (e.g., for error handling
and monitoring). TheXSQLActionHandlerImplclass is part
of the runtime library by Oracle.

4.3 Implementation

Figure 7 shows the implementation of themliteHelperclass
that extends the base implementation of theXSQLActionHan-
dlerImpl class. It provides a simple API to identify the work-
flow engine responsible for the current workflow instance and
the primary error handling that is necessary for using the
CORBA name service.

The lines 4–17 initialize the CORBA interface and connect
to the name service. The functiongetWfEngine(lines 18–25)
determines the workflow engine that is responsible for the exe-
cution of the current workflow instance. Thus, the application
programs that implement the workflow activities do not need
to know anything about the location of the engine or its distri-
bution over the network. The functioninsertException(lines
26–29) supports exception handling.

As an example of the implementation of a workflow-spe-
cific action handler, Fig.8 shows the Java code for thecon-
trolFlowPutHandlerclass that is associated with the action el-
ement<xsql:mlite-ctrl-put>and will be automatically called
by the XSQL servlet when processing the XML output of
an activity. ThecontrolFlowPutHandlerclass overwrites the
methodhandleActionof the base implementation. Whenhan-
dleActionis invoked, we obtain a reference to the posted XML
document as an XML DOM object by calling the methodget-
PostedDocumentof the interfaceXSQLPageRequestin line
3. Subsequently, we are able to manipulate or read nodes of
the posted XML document in lines 4–7. First we extract the
attributeswftype, wfid, andpid from the root nodeactivity,
i.e., the responsible DSIserver can be identified by calling the
methodgetWfEngineof the base class mliteHelper. The list
of the control flow variables is obtained by calling thegetEle-
mentsByTagName(lines 8–11) on the workflow-ctrl DOM el-
ement object. After the connection to the workflow engine is
established (line 18), flow control data can be transferred to
the workflow engine by callingwfengine.putmethod (lines
21–28).

5 A simple case study

In this section, we present the implementation of a simplified
e-commerce scenario as an example of a workflow application.
This case study serves as a proof of concept for our mediator
approach. In addition, it shows that the implementation of
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Fig. 7. Implementation of action handlermliteHelper

Fig. 8. Implementation of action handlercontrolFlow-
PutHandler
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Fig. 9.State chart of theelectronic commerce (EC)workflow example

new workflow applications for e-services can be carried out in
a straightforward manner in very short time and thus with very
low cost. In the example, we focus on the interface between the
workflow engines and the applications invoked for interactive
activities.

The workflow is based on the TPC-C order-entry bench-
mark for transaction systems [TPC], with the key difference
that we combine multiple transaction types into a workflow
and further enhance the functionality (see [GMW+99] for a
full description of this workflow).

Figures 9 and 10 show the workflow specification as a
state and activity chart, a formalism [Har87, HG97] that has
been adopted for the behavioral dimension of the UML in-
dustry standard and is used in our prototype system Mentor-
lite [WW97, MWW+98a]. Each state in Fig.9 corresponds to
an activity in Fig.10 or one (or multiple, parallel) subwork-
flow(s), except for initial and final states. We assume that for
every activityact the conditionact DONE is set to true when
act is finished.

The workflow proceeds as follows: initially, theNewOrder
activity is started.After the termination ofNewOrder, the con-
trol flow branches. If the customer wants to pay by credit
card, the conditionPayByCreditCardis set and theCredit-
CardCheckactivity checks the validity of the credit card. If
there are problems with the credit card, the workflow is ter-
minated. Otherwise the shipment, represented by the nested
top-level stateShipmentS, is initiated spawning two orthogo-
nal/parallel subworkflows. The first subworkflow has only one
activity that sends a notification mail.The second subworkflow
(sequentially) invokes for each ordered item an activity that
identifies a store from which the item could be shipped. Then,

a second activity instructs the store to deliver the item and
waits for an acknowledgement. The two activitiesFindStore
andCheckStoreare repeated within a loop over all ordered
items. After the termination of both subworkflows, the con-
trol flow is synchronized, and branches again depending on
the mode of payment. The workflow terminates in the state
ECEXITS.

In the following, we look closer at theNewOrderactivity to
illustrate the role of the XML mediator in the activity handling.
This activity is implemented as a Dynamic HTML (DHTML)
application (see Fig.11). In general, there are two approaches
to handle XML on the client side using Microsoft IE 5.0.
First, the XML data can be transformed by the stylesheet en-
gine of the browser into DHTML after downloading XML and
XSL. Alternatively, a client application can be implemented
in DHTML directly. In the latter case, so-called “XML data
islands" [XML] can be defined within a DHTML document,
in order to separate the input data from the presentation. An
XML data island can easily be bound ("Data Binding" [XML])
to an HTML element as a dynamic source object (DSO) to be
visualized within the DHTML document. The main advantage
of using this Data Binding is that the HTML element will be
updated automatically if the corresponding DSO has changed.
Once initialized in the browser, the DHTML document for the
NewOrderactivity contains an empty XML data island <xml
id=”dsoCustomer”></xml>. The <xml id. . . > tag is aspecial
HTML tag for defining XML data islands. For convenience
the user may simply input the customer id and click on the
“Check This” button. On this event the functioncheckCus-
tomer()(Fig.12) will be executed, which loads the content of
the XSQL pagecustomer.xsql(Fig.13), processed by XSQL
servlet, into the XML DOM objectdsoCustomer(line 4). Form
fields like “Phone" are automatically filled with the content of
the<phone>tag ofdsoCustomer(line 6 in Fig.14) by specify-
ing <input size="50" name=”phn” datasrc="# dsoCustomer"
datafld="phone"> in the DHTML script.The attributesdatasrc
anddatafldrefer to the DSO object and the field of interest in
this object. All other form fields are filled analogously (lines
3–14).

Unlike customer data, items can be added to the “shopping
cart” several times. To avoid repeatedly checking item Ids by
calling the XML mediator, we prefetch relevant parts of the
product catalog into the browser by defining an XML data
island.All manipulations on the DHTML page, such as adding
items, are processed locally without involving any servers or
the XML mediator.

When theNewOrderactivity is finished, i.e., the user has
entered all ordered items and pushed the submit button, an
XML document that includes both the business and flow con-
trol data is sent to the XSQL servlet by a http post call. An
example for such an output is given in Fig.15. The structure
of the output is generic and the same for all activities. The
<activity> element in line 2 specifies the activity and the cor-
responding workflow instance followed by a block of business
data (lines 3–18) and a block of flow control data (lines 19–23).

The XSQL page that receives the document is shown in
Fig.16. The <xsql:insert-request> action element (lines 3–5),
one of the built-in action elements from Oracle, refers to an
XSQL action handler that stores the business data in the spec-
ified table. The action element<xsql:mlite-ctrl-put> (line 6)
is assigned to the action handlercontrolFlowPutHandlerthat
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Fig. 10.Activity chart of theelectronic commerce (EC)
workflow example

 
Fig. 11.Output of the DHTML application for activityNewOrder

Fig. 12.JScript function for fetching the customer data according to
the customer ID (part of the DHTML code for activityNewOrder)

Fig. 13.XSQL page customer.xsql

transfers the flow control data to the DSIserver, i.e., the work-
flow engine, as described in Sect.4.

The bottom line of this walk-through of our example sce-
nario is that surprisingly little code is needed to build a simple
but not unrealistic e-service application.

Fig. 14. Output produced by XSQL servlet after processingcus-
tomer.xsql

6 Discussion of scalability and versatility

As pointed out earlier, the presented XML-enabled, mediator-
based architecture is both scalable and highly versatile. Here,
scalability means the ability to grow the entire system by
adding clients, workflow servers, or business object servers
without creating any performance bottlenecks. By versatility,
we refer to the support of a large diversity of components in-
cluding heterogeneous workflow engines and application ser-
vers.

The scalability of the mediator-based archictecture draws
from the following two salient properties. First, the media-
tor removes from the clients all resource-critical functionality
that deals with server connections; such functions would oth-
erwise not scale up with an increasing number of clients. In
particular, the mediator uses the standard technique of reusing
server connections, for example, JDBC sessions, with work-
flow or business object servers from a connection pool, rather
than opening a new connection upon each client request. Sec-
ond, the mediator is stateless; so it does not have to remember
anything about clients or servers beyond the scope of a single
http get or post request. This results in very little overhead
and high mediator throughput. Furthermore, and most impor-
tantly, the mediator can be easily replicated at multiple sites,
similar to the Web content servers operated by application
service providers. This ensures high availability of the medi-
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Fig. 15.XML output of the activityNewOrder

Fig. 16.NewOrder.xsql for http post

ator service, and standard techniques can be applied for load
balancing across the various mediator instances.

We have emphasized in this paper the XML mediator’s role
in encapsulating servers vis-a-vis e-service clients and simpli-
fying the clients themselves; this aspect has primarily driven
our re-implementation of Mentor-lite. However, the developed
architecture is much more versatile and can be leveraged in
further ways as follows: when a client invokes an application,
by getting or posting an appropriate XML document from/to
the mediator, it does not need to know whether this is a stand-
alone application that runs on some business object server or
a full-fledged (sub-) workflow or even an interactive activity
that will be added to the worklist of another client. All these
different kinds of application types are encapsulated by the
mediator. The client software merely needs to understand the
application’s interface and be able to interpret its input and out-
put parameters. Thus the mediator unifies the interfaces to all
types of activities that constitute an e-service. Note that this is
a major simplification compared to the various, fairly sophisti-
cated, interfaces devised by the Workflow Management Coali-
tion. Of course, the XML mediator itself needs to cope with
the full heterogeneity of different workflow engines, CORBA
or EJB servers, database servers, Web servers with servlet en-
gines, etc., but our approach concentrates this complexity in
one piece of code, thus simplifying system maintenance and
e-service administration.

7 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have described an XML-enabled architecture
for distributed workflow management on the Internet. The ar-
chitecture is fully implemented in our Mentor-lite prototype
system. In comparison to our earlier, Java-centric, implemen-
tation, we have achieved both substantial performance im-
provements and also a drastic reduction in the coding that is
necessary for building workflow applications. Especially for
the latter reason we believe that this architecture, that builds
on ubiquitous standard infrastructure enhanced by an XML
mediator, is particularly well geared for easy, fast, and inex-
pensive setup of advanced e-services on the Internet.

To this end, it is crucial that clients do not need any specific
software installations or setups, as it would be a nightmare
to make millions of potential clients ready for e-service us-
age and maintain their local software environment as services
undergo evolution. In this regard, Java applets, upon which
our earlier prototype relied, are much less ubiquitous than the
marketing leads us us believe, once these applets include non-
trivial resource manipulation such as IIOP calls. Our current
implementation, as presented in this paper, avoids these com-
plications by delegating these non-trivial resource accesses to
the XML mediator as an interface between workflow engines
and activities. This way, XML technology allows clients to
participate in Internet workflows and e-services without any
special setup and with user-acceptable performance.
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Future work includes the practical proof of concept that
the mediator can also be leveraged for the communication
between different WFMSs (API 4 of the WfMC reference ar-
chitecture). Furthermore, we plan to extend the mediator to
support transactional communication (i.e., using 2PC among
workflow engines, applications, and business-object servers).
Thus, in the long term, the mediator should evolve into a stan-
dard middle tier for data exchange between WFMSs and ap-
plications as well as between different WFMSs.
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